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Jayber #5 - Chapters 27-32 

Reading Questions  

The following reading questions will help you notice important aspects of your reading.  The 
application questions will help you connect your reading to your own life.  But don’t let them get 
in the way of actually reading!  If you don’t have time to write out your answers, just answer 
them in your head and let them guide your reading. 

Remember:  the more you put into this, the more you’ll get out of it! 

Chapter 27 - A New Life 

1. Why does Jayber think that his camp house is the “most beautiful place I have ever lived in”? 

2. How does the life of Jayber’s old barbershop revive itself at the camp house? 

3. What does Jayber build to help his “economy” at the camp house?   

Chapter 28 - Branch 

4. How does Jayber characterize the Branches’ way of life?  What impresses him about this way 

of life? 

5. How does Jayber enter into the Branch family as a “third bachelor”?  What does Jayber have in 

common with Burley Coulter now? 
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6. Why does Jayber describe his life in Port William as a gift from Burley Coulter? 

Application for Chs. 27-28:  When Jayber moves to the camp house, how does the physical 

location of his new place affect the kind of life and community he forms?  How has your life and 

community been affected by the geography and location of the places you’ve lived? 

Chapter 29 - On the Edge 

1. Why does Jayber feel that he has lived only “on the edge” of his story? 

2. How has Jayber’s life in the camp house brought him closer to creation?  Why is this 

important for him? 

3. How does Jayber compare himself to a spider?  What does this comparison mean? 
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Chapter 30 - The Keith Place in the Way of the World 

4. What is the hardest trial Jayber has ever experienced?  Why is this trial so hard? 

5. When they were young, both Jayber and Troy wanted to make something of themselves.  

Why do their lives look so different at this point in the story? 

6. What does Mattie see in Troy that helps her continue to love him? 

Application for Chs. 29-30:  How has your story been shaped by personal ambition, dreams, 

goals, desires?  Are there decisions you regret?  What decisions are you glad you made?   

Chapter 31 - The Nest Egg 

1. What happens during Jayber’s meetings with Mattie in the Nest Egg? 

2. What happens when Jayber dreams he is Mattie Chatham?  What does this dream mean?  

(Hint:  read Ezekiel 37 for help.) 
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3. Why do Jayber’s meetings with Mattie end?  How does this change the way Jayber sees the 

world? 

Chapter 32 - Seen Afar 

4. How does Jayber define Hell?  What speaks to us of Heaven? 

5. What remarkable thing happens when Jayber sees Troy cutting down the Nest Egg?  What 

makes this possible? 

6. What happens in Jayber’s final meeting with Mattie?  What does this mean for Jayber? 

Application for Chs. 30-32:  In the last chapter, Jayber says that his book is ultimately about 

Heaven, but he sometimes wondered whether it would turn out to be about Hell.  The deciding 

factor is the final triumph of love that allows Jayber to love his lifelong enemy, Troy.  Jayber 

understands that Heaven and Hell—the triumph of love or its failure—rest in all of our choices.  

Jayber’s story details his own triumphs and failures in love, and the lessons he learned from them. 

Thinking back over your life, where can you remember failing in love?  At what points in your life 

did love triumph unexpectedly?  What have you learned from these triumphs and failures?
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